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The Kortewegde Vries equation (KdV)
tV(x, t)+3xV(x, t)&3xV(x, t)
2=0 (x # S1, t # R)
is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system of infinite dimension with phase
space the Sobolev space H N(S1; R), (N1), Hamiltonian H(q) :=S1 (
1
2 (x q(x))
2
+q(x)3) dx, and Poisson structure x. The function q#0 is an elliptic fixed
point. We prove that for any N1, the Kortewegde Vries equation (and thus the
entire KdV-hierarchy) admits globally defined real analytic action-angle variables.
As a consequence it follows that in a neighborhood of q#0 in H 1(S1; R), the
KdV-Hamiltonian H (and similarly any Hamiltonian in the KdV-hierarchy)
admits a convergent Birkhoff normal form; to the best of our knowledge this is the
first such example in infinite dimension. Moreover, using the constructed action-
angle variables, we analyze the regularity properties of the Hamiltonian vectorfield
of KdV.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS
The Kortewegde Vries equation (KdV) on the circle
tV(x, t)=&3xV(x, t)+6V(x, t) xV(x, t) (1.1)
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is a completely integrable Hamiltonian system of infinite dimension. We
choose as its phase space the Sobolev space HN(S1)=H N(S1; R) where S1
is the circle of length 1 and N is an integer N1. The Poisson structure
is the one proposed by Gardner,
[F, G]=|
S1
F
q(x)
d
dx
G
q(x)
dx (1.2)
where F, G are C 1-functionals on HN(S1) and Fq(x) denotes the
L2-gradient of the functional F. The Hamiltonian H corresponding to
KdV is then given by
H(q) :=|
S1
( 12 (x q)
2+q3) dx. (1.3)
Note that H is a real analytic functional on HN(S1) and admits q#0 as
an elliptic fixed point.
The Poisson structure (1.2) is degenerate and admits the average as a
Casimir function
[q] :=|
S1
q(s) ds. (1.4)
Moreover, the Poisson structure is regular and induces a trivial foliation.
Its leaves are given by (c # R)
H Nc (S
1)=[q # HN(S1); [q]=c].
Consider the leaf H N0 (S
1) and denote by |G the symplectic structure on
H N0 (S
1) induced by the Poisson structure (1.2). Further introduce the
following Hilbert spaces (N0)
l 2N+12(R
2) :={(x, y)=(xj , yj) j1; :j1 j
2N+1(x2j +y
2
j )<= ,
endowed with the standard symplectic structure |0=n=1 dxn 7 dyn . In
Sect. 2 we prove the following
Theorem 1. Let N0 be an arbitrary integer. Then there exists a sym-
plectomorphism 0(N) : (H N0 (S
1), |G)  (l 2N+12(R
2), |0) with the following
properties:
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(1) 0(N) is bijective ;
(2) 0(N) and (0(N))&1 are real analytic ;
(3) the symplectic polar coordinates associated to 0(N)(q)=
(xj (q), yj (q)) j1 are (generalized ) action-angle coordinates for KdV and its
entire hierarchy.
Remark 1. Theorem 1 is related with Kuksin’s important work on
Hamiltonian perturbations of KdV [Ku1] (cf. also [Ku2], [Ku3]). On
the phase space H N0 (S
1) with N2, he constructs local coordinates in a
neighborhood of a KdV-invariant torus of finite dimension n. The coor-
dinate neighborhood is of the form U1+U2 where U1 is a neighborhood
of the invariant torus in the space of n-gap potentials and U2 is a
neighborhood in a space transversal to the n-gap potentials. Applying
Arnold’s theorem to KdV, restricted to the space of n-gap potentials, Kuksin
chooses in U1 action-angle variables. Concerning the neighborhood U2 ,
Kuksin succeeds to show, by linearizing KdV and using the Its-Matveev
formula for solutions of KdV (cf., e.g., [DKN], [FFM], [MT1]), that
one can find (infinitely many) local coordinates in such a way that the
corresponding polar symplectic coordinates are approximations, up to first
order, of the action-angle coordinates constructed in the above Theorem 1.
When expressed in Kuksin’s coordinates the Hamiltonian equations for
KdV take a simple form which allows Kuksin to apply his KAM-theorem
for Hamiltonian perturbations to KdV ([Ku3], cf. also [Ku2]).
Remark 2. When applied to a neighborhood of q=0 in H N0 (S
1),
Theorem 1 is an instanceand, to the best of our knowledge, the first one
of an infinite dimensional version of a Theorem due to Vey [Ve] (cf. also
[It]) which states that a completely integrable Hamiltonian system of finite
dimension with real analytic Hamiltonian admits action-angle variables in
a neighborhood of a non resonant elliptic fixed point.
Remark 3. The result that the coordinates refered to in part (3) of
Theorem 1, are not only action-angle coordinates for KdV, but at the same
time for any of the Hamiltonians in the KdV hierarchy follows from the
construction of the hierarchy: the periodicantiperiodic eigenvalues of the
Schro dinger operator, associated to an arbitrary point in phase space, are
a complete set of conserved quantities for any of these Hamiltonians.
Theorem 1 allows us to consider the pull back HKdV=H b 0&1 of the
Hamiltonian H when restricted to H 10(S
1). More generally we obtain
H(q)=HKdV(0(1)(q&[q]))+6[q] 12 |
S1
(q(s)&[q])2 ds+4[q]3. (1.5)
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(In the sequel we will often drop the distinction between H and HKdV .)
Formula (1.5) shows that the KdV flow on the leaf H 1c (S
1) can be viewed
as a flow on H 10(S
1) with Hamiltonian Hc( p)
Hc( p)=HKdV(0(1)( p))+3c |
S1
p(s)2 d+4c3. (1.6)
Using that Hc( p) is real analytic in p and 0(1) together with its inverse are
real analytic as well, it follows from Theorem 1 that HKdV admits a con-
vergent power series expansion in the action variables and the parameter
c in a neighborhood of q=0. (Similar results hold for any Hamiltonian in
the entire hierarchy of KdV.)
We apply Theorem 1 to analyze the regularity of the KdV-Hamiltonian
vectorfield. Denote by (Jj) j1 the action variables (which are, according to
[BBGK], uniquely determined up to permutations).
The frequencies |j are then defined by
|j :=
H
Jj
( j1). (1.7)
Theorem 2. (A) In a neighborhood of q#0 in H1(S1), the Hamiltonian
H admits a convergent Birkhoff normal form.
(B)(i) The frequencies |j are real analytic functions on H1(S1). For
q # H 1(S1) there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in H 10(S
1; C) so that,
uniformly on q+U,
|j=(2?j)3+12[q] ?j+0(1). (1.8)
(ii) The Hamiltonian H can be decomposted, H=Hreg+Hsing with
Hsing := :

j=1
(2?j)3 Jj+12[q] :

j=1
?j Jj (1.9)
so that the Hamiltonian vectorfield corresponding to Hreg
XHreg(x, y)=\HregJj ( yj , &xj)+ j1 (1.10)
is a real analytic vectorfield on l 232(R
2).
Theorem 1 will be proved in Sect. 2. The proof relies on an earlier paper
[BBGK] of ours, where the case N=0 was treated, and uses the very
refined asymptotics, due to Marchenko [Ma], of the antiperiodic eigen-
values of the Hill’s operator d 2dx2+q for q in an arbitrary Sobolev space.
In fact, for N1, the symplectomorphisms 0(N) are obtained by restricting
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0=0(0), as constructed in [BBGK], to the Sobolev space H N0 (S
1). We
will prove in Sect. 4 that Theorem 1 together with formula (1.8) leads to
Theorem 2.A. The asymptotics of the frequencies as stated in Theorem
2.B(i) are proved in Sect. 3. Finally Theorem 2.B(ii) is shown in Sect. 4 as
well.
The notation in this paper is standard and coincides with the one used
in [Ka] and [BBGK]. Moreover we write L20(S
1) for L20(S
1; R) and
similarly H 10(S
1) for H 10(S
1; R).
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
To prove Theorem 1, we need a number of auxiliary results. For q in
H N0 (S
1; C) introduce the operator
L :=&
d 2
dx2
+q. (2.1)
Both the periodic and antiperiodic spectrum of L are discrete. Denote the
union of the two spectra (with multiplicities) by (*k=*k(q))k0 where the
*k’s are ordered in such a way that Re *0Re *1 } } } and, in case
Re(*j)=Re(*j+1), then Im *jIm *j+1. For k sufficiently large, the eigen-
values come in insolated pairs [*2k , *2k&1]=[*\k ]. Marc$ enko has
obtained an asymptotic expansion for [*\k ]. For the convenience of the
reader, we state his result:
Theorem 2.1 (cf. [Ma, Theorem 1.5.2, p. 76]). Let B/H N0 (S
1; C) be
a bounded set of potentials. Then there exists k01 such that for kk0
- *\k =?k+ :
12j+1N+2
a2j+1
1
(2?k)2j+1
\
1
2?k
- q^(k) q^(&k)+
1
kN+2
’\k
(2.2)
with q^(k)=10 e
&2?ikxq(x) dx, and where (’\k )kk0=(’
\
k (q))kk0 # l
2(C),
uniformly bounded for q # B and the coefficients a2j+1 are given by an integral
10 Pj dx where Pj is a polynomial in q and its derivatives. Specifically,
a1=C1 |
1
0
q(x) dx=0; a3=C3 |
1
0
q(x)2 dx.
Remark. In the case the set B consists of a single, real valued potential,
the proof of this result is presented in [Ma, p. 77ff ]. The proof remains
valid for a complex valued potential q in H N0 (S
1; C) and one verifies that
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the estimates are uniform for sets of potentials, bounded in H N0 (S
1; C). As
a consequence of Theorem 2.2, Marc$ enko obtains the following charac-
terisation of potentials in H N0 (S
1), stated in a slightly different way.
Corollary 2.2 (cf. [Ma, Corollary, p. 79]). In order for a real valued
function q # L20(S
1) to be in H N0 (S
1) it is necessary and sufficient that
:

k=1
k2N(*2k(q)&*2k&1(q))2<.
Recall that the map 0 (cf. [BBGK]) is constructed in three steps. First let
us consider the map 8: L20(S
1)  l 2(R2) which has been introduced and
analyzed in [Ka]. Denote by En=En(q) the generalized eigenspace in
L2[0, 2] corresponding to the eigenvalues *2n&1(q) and *2n(q) and denote
by Pn=Pn(q) the Riesz projection given by
Pn(q)= &
1
2?i |1n \&
d 2
dx2
+q&‘+
&1
d‘ (2.3)
where 1n is a counter clockwise oriented circle with center {n(q)=
(*2n+*2n&1)2 and radius bigger than #n2=(*2n&*2n&1)2 but suf-
ficiently small so that all eigenvalues different from *2n&1(q), *2n(q) are
outside of 1n . It has been proved in [Ka] that there exists a basis
G2n&1( } , q), G2n( } , q) in En(q) which depends real analytically on q and
satisfies the following normalisation conditions :
|
1
0
Gj (x, q)2 dx=1 ( j=2n, 2n&1); (2.4i)
|
1
0
G2n(x, q) G2n&1(x, q) dx=0; (2.4ii)
G2n&1(0, q)=0; G$2n&1(0, q)>0; (2.4iii)
the oriented angle between (G2n(0, q), G$2n(0, q)) and
(G2n&1(0, q), G$2n&1(0, q)) is not bigger than ?2. (2.4iv)
The map 8(q)=(8n(q))n1 is then defined as follows
8n(q)=\ (G2n( } , q), Ln(q) G2n( } , q))(G2n&1( } , q), Ln(q) G2n( } , q))+ (2.5)
where
Ln(q)= &
d 2
dx2
+q&{n ; {n(q)=
1
2
tr \\& d
2
dx2
+q+ Pn(q)+ . (2.6)
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According to [Ka] (cf. also [BBGK, Sect. 4]), 8 : L20(S
1)  l 2(R2) is real
analytic. Denote by 8(N) the restriction 8(N) :=8|H0N(S1) . Note that
Theorem 2.1 implies that 8(N)(H N0 (S
1))/l 2N(R
2). Introduce
q2n=|
1
0
cos(2?nx) q(x) dx; q2n&1=|
1
0
sin(2?nx) q(x) dx.
Lemma 2.3. (1) For q0 # H N0 (S
1; R) there exists a neighborhood UN of
q0 in H N0 (S
1; C) so that 8(N) extends to UN and satisfies
8 (N)n (q)=(q2n , q2n&1)+0 \ log nnN+1+ (2.7)
where the error term in (2.7) is uniform for q in UN .
(2) 8(N) : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N+12(R
2) is real analytic.
Proof. (1) Since 8 : L20(S
1)  l 212(R
2) is real analytic there exists a
complex neighborhood UN(q0)/H N0 (S
1; C) of q0 such that 8(N) can be
extended analytically to UN(q0). Further note that it suffices to prove (2.7)
for q in UN(q0) with simple spectrum. In fact VN :=[q # UN(q0); *j (q)
simple for j0] is a set of second Baire category and therefore dense in
UN(q0). The continuity of 8 (N)n on UN(q0) and the uniformity of the error
estimate on VN then lead to (2.7). For q in VN , let fn be an eigenfunction
corresponding to *n with the normalization condition 10 fn(x)
2 dx=1.
Note that &fn is also an eigenfunction satisfying the same normalization
condition. Further 10 fn(x) fk(x) dx=0 for n{k. One obtains for q in VN
(cf. [Ka, p. 551])
8n(q)=
#n(q)
2 \
f 22n(0)& f
2
2n&1(0)
f 22n(0)+f
2
2n&1(0)
, =n 2
f2n(0) } f2n&1(0)
f 22n(0)+ f
2
2n&1(0)+ , (2.8)
where
#n(q)=*2n(q)&*2n&1(q), =n=\1. (2.9)
We may assume that f2n , f2n&1 have been chosen in such a way that
=n=+1. Therefore it suffices to prove that, uniformly for q in VN ,
#n(q)
2
( f 22n(0)& f
2
2n&1(0))( f
2
2n(0)+f
2
2n&1(0))
&1=q2n+0 \ log nnN+1+ (2.10)
and
#n(q)
2
2f2n(0) f2n&1(0)( f 22n(0)+f
2
2n&1(0))
&1=q2n&1+0 \ log nnN+1+ . (2.11)
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The formulas (2.10) and (2.11) are proved in a similar way and we consider
(2.10) only. It is well known that f 2j (0)=&y2(1, *j)24 (*j) where 2(*)=
y1(1, *)+y$2(1, *) denotes the discriminant, y1(x, *), y2(x, *) are a set of
fundamental solutions for &y"+qy=*y and 24 (*) denotes the derivative
2*. To obtain the estimate (2.10) first recall (cf. e.g. [PT] or [Ka,
p. 546]) that ( j=2n, 2n&1)
y2(1, *j)= (*j&+n)
1
2
(&1)n
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++ (2.12)
24 (*j)=&(&1)n+j
1
2
#n2
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++ , (2.13)
where +n (n1) denote the Dirichlet eigenvalues of &d2dx2+q con-
sidered on the interval [0, 1] and the errors in (2.12) and (2.13) can be
estimated uniformly for q # UN(q0). Combine (2.12) and (2.13) to obtain for
j=2n, 2n&1
#n
2
f 2j (0)=(&1)
j (*j&+n) \1+0 \log nn ++
which leads to (q in VN)
#n
2
( f 22n(0)&f
2
2n&1(0))=*2n+*2n&1&2+n+#n0 \log nn + .
Applying Marc enko’s asymptotics for the *n’s (cf. Theorem 2.1) and the
+n’s (cf. [Ma]) we conclude that
*2n+*2n&1&2+n=2({n&+n)=2q2n+l 2N+1(n)
uniformly for q in UN(q0).
To complete the proof of (2.10) it suffices to show that, uniformly for q
in VN ,
&f 22n(0)&f
2
2n&1(0)=&2+0 \log nn + . (2.14)
For that purpose write &f 22n(0)&f
2
2n&1(0)=I+II, where
I :=
y2(1, *2n)&y2(1, *2n&1)
24 (*2n)
;
II :=y2(1, *2n&1) { 124 (*2n)+
1
24 (*2n&1)= .
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Concerning the term I, we obtain by the mean value theorem I=
y* 2(1, * n) #n 24 (*2n) where * n # [t*2n&1+(1&t)*2n ; 0<t<1]. Therefore,
uniformly for q in VN ,
I=
1
2
(&1)n
1
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++ #n
(&1)n+1
1
4
#n
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++
=&2+0 \log nn + . (2.15)
Concerning term II, we have, again by the mean value theorem, for j=2n,
2n&1
24 (*j)=2 (*n, j)(*j&*4 n)
with *n, j # [t*2n&1+(1&t) *2n ; 0<t<1]. Using the product representa-
tion 24 (*)=&>n1 (*4 n&*)n2?2 one obtains (cf. [PT, Appendix E])
2 (*n, j)=
(&1)n+1
2
1
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++ .
This leads to the estimate
II=y2(1, *2n&1)
24 (*2n)+24 (*2n&1)
24 (*2n) 24 (*2n&1)
=
(&1)n
2
1
n2?2
(+n&*2n&1) \1+0 \log nn ++
}
(*2n&*4 n+*2n&1&*4 n) \1+0 \log nn ++
(&1)n+1
2
1
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++ (*2n&*4 n)(*2n&1&*4 n)
=2 \+n&{n+#n2 +
{n&*4 n
\#n2 +({n&*4 n)+ \
#n
2
&({n&*4 n)+
} \1+0 \log nn ++ .
By Lemma 2.4 below, {n&*4 n=|#n | 2 0(log nn) which leads to the conclu-
sion that
II=0 \ log nnN+1+ . (2.16)
The estimates (2.15) and (2.16) prove (2.14) and therefore (1).
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(2) From (1) we conclude that 8(N)(UN(q0)) is a bounded subset of
l 2N(C
2) and 8 (N)n is analytic on UN(q0) for any n1. As q0 # H
N
0 (S
1) is
arbitrary, this implies that 8(N) : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N(R
2) is real analytic (cf. [PT,
Appendix A]). K
Lemma 2.4. Uniformly for q in U(q0),
*4 n&{n=|#n | 2 0 \log nn + .
Proof. Recall that 2(+)2&4 has a representation of the form
2(+)2&4=
1
n2?2
(*2n&+)(+&*2n&1) rn(+)
where rn(*) is the function, analytic with respect to *, given by
rn(*)=4
*0&*
n2?2
`
1k{n
(*2k&*)(*2k&1&*)
(k2?2)2
.
For *=n2?2+0(1), rn(*) satisfies
rn(*)=1+0 \log nn +
uniformly for q in U(q0) (cf. e.g. [PT, Appendix E]). As rn(*) is analytic
we have the Cauchy formula ( }=dd+)
r* n(+)=
d
d+
(rn(+)&1)=
1
2?i |1 (rn(*)&1)
1
(*&+)2
d*,
where 1 is a circle with center {n and radius \nC for some constant
C>0 independent of q in U(q0).
This leads to the estimate (uniformly for q in U(q0))
r* n(+)=0 \log nn + . (2.17i)
Taking into account that *4 n denotes the zero of dd+ (2(+)2&4)=
22(+) dd+ 2(+) close to {n one concludes that
0=
1
n2?2
(&(*4 n&*2n&1)+(*2n&*4 n)) rn(*4 n)
+
(*2n&*4 n)(*4 n&*2n&1)
n2?2
d
d*
rn(*4 n)
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and therefore
2(*4 n&{n)=(*2n&*4 n)(*4 n&*2n&1)
drnd*(*4 n)
rn(*4 n)
. (2.17ii)
By the above estimates, drnd*(*4 n)rn(*4 n)=0(log nn) and it remains to
prove that
*j&*4 n=|#n | 0(1) ( j=2n, 2n&1)
uniformly for q in U(q0).
First note that in case *2n=*2n&1 , one has *4 n=*2n and the above
estimates hold trivially. In the case where *2n{*2n&1 , we use Cauchy’s
formula (+ # 1n(#n))
22(+) 24 (+)=
d
d+
(2(+)2&4)=
1
2?i |1n(2#n) (2(+)
2&4)
1
(*&+)2
d*
where 1n(\) is a circle in C with center {n and radius \. Using the estimates
(uniformly for q in U(q0)).
24 (+)=(*4 n&+)(&1)n
1
2
1
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++
2(+)2&4=
(*2n&+)(+&*2n&1)
n2?2 \1+0 \
log n
n ++
one concludes that, for + # 1n(#n),
(*4 n&+) \1+0 \log nn ++=
1
2?i |1n(2#n) (*2n&*)(*&*2n&1)
(1+0(log nn))
(*&+)2
d*
and, therefore, for + # 1n(#n),
|*4 n&+|C |#n | (2.17iii)
uniformly for q in U(q0).
Combining the estimates (2.17i)(2.17iii) leads to the claimed statement. K
Proposition 2.5. The map 8(N) : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N(R
2) has the following
properties :
(i) 8(N) is bijective and real analytic ;
(ii) (8(N))&1 is real analytic.
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Remark. Note that Proposition 2.5(i) confirms a conjecture of Garnett
Trubowitz [GT, p. 26]. Indeed, the restriction of 8(N) to even potentials
in H N0 (S
1) is the signed gap length map introduced in [GT]. We remark
that the proof of Proposition 2.5(i) for the signed gap length map simplifies
considerably.
Proof. As 8(N)=8|H0N(S1) and 8 : L
2
0(S
1)  l 2(R2) is bijective and
bianalytic we conclude that 8(N) is 1&1 and, for any q # H N0 (S
1), dq 8(N)
is 1&1. From Corollary 2.2 and the fact that 8 is onto we conclude that
8(N) is onto. By Lemma 2.3, 8(N) is real analytic.
To prove statement (ii) it suffices to show that dq 8(N) is onto for each
q in H N0 (S
1). By (i) and the Fredholm alternative it suffices to prove that
dq 8(N)=A+K where A : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N+12(R
2) is a linear isomorphism
and K is a compact operator. This is proved in Lemma 2.6. K
Lemma 2.6. For any q in H N0 (S
1), dq8(N) is of the form dq8(N)=F+K
where F denotes the Fourier transform,
F( p)=( p2k , p2k&1)k1
with
p2k=|
1
0
p(x) cos(2?kx) dx; p2k&1=|
1
0
p(x) sin(2?kx) dx
and where K : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N (R
2) is compact.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, for any q0 # H N0 (S
1), there exists a neighborhood
UN(q0) of q0 in H N0 (S
1; C) so that 8(N) : UN(q0)  l 2N(C
2) and satisfies the
asymptotics
8 (N)n (q)=(q2n , q2n&1)+0 \ log nnN+1+
uniformly on UN(q0). Therefore (8 (N)n (q)&(q2n , q2n&1))n1 defines an
analytic map from UN(q0) with values in l 2N+=(C
2) for any 0<=< 12. The
derivative of this map at q0 is therefore a linear map from H N0 (S
1; C) with
values in l 2N+=(C
2). As the embedding is compact for =>0, Lemma 2.6
follows. K
Next we consider the map 4 : L20(S
1)  l 212(R
2) which has been intro-
duced in [BBGK]. 4(q)=(4n(q))n1 is defined by 4n(q)=!n(q) 8n(q)
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where !n(q)2=2Jn(q)(#n(q)2) with Jn(q) (n1) denoting the action
variables of KdV ([FM], cf. [BBGK])
Jn(q)=
2
? |
*2n
*2n&1
+
24 (+)
(2(+)&4)12
d+.
Define 4(N) :=4|H0N(S1) . From the asymptotics (uniformly on sets of poten-
tials, bounded in L20(S
1))
!n=
1
- n? \1+0 \
log n
n ++ (2.18)
(cf. [BBGK]) we conclude that 4(N)(H N0 (S
1))/l 2N+12(R
2).
Proposition 2.7. The map 4(N) : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N+12(R
2) has the following
properties :
(i) 4(N) is bijective and real analytic ;
(ii) (4(N))&1 is real analytic ;
(iii) 4 (N)n (q)=1- n? (q2n , q2n&1)+l 2N+32(n) uniformly on sets of
potentials bounded in H N0 (S
1).
Proof. We argue as in the proof of Proposition 2.5 to conclude from
[BBGK, Sect. 2] that 4(N) is bijective and real analytic and that dq 4(N) is
1&1 for any q # H N0 (S
1). Statement (iii) follows from (2.18) and Proposi-
tion 2.5(ii). To prove statement (ii) it again suffices to prove that dq4(N) is
onto for any q in H N0 (S
1). Write
dq 4n( p)=!n(q) dq8n( p)+dq!n( p) 8n(q) (2.19)
and introduce A = (An)n1 : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N+12(R
2) with An(p) =
(n?)&12 dq 8n( p). By Proposition 2.5, A is a linear isomorphism.
Moreover, by [BBGK, Lemma 4.18], for any 0<=<12
dq !n( p)=0 \ 1n1+=+ &p&L2 . (2.20)
Substituting (2.18), (2.20) into (2.19) we conclude that, for any 0<=<12,
dq 4k( p)=Ak( p)+
&p&L2
n=
l 2N+1(k). (2.21)
Estimate (2.21) implies that dq4(N)=A+K where K is compact. By the
Fredholm alternative and the fact that dq 4(N) is 1&1 we conclude that
dq 4(N) is onto. This implies statement (ii). K
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Finally, we consider the map 3 : l 212(R
2)  l 212(R
2) which has been
introduced in [BBGK]. The map 3 is defined with respect to complex
coordinates: for (x, y)=(xj , yj) j1 # l 212(R
2), let zj=xj+iyj and define
3(z)=(3j (z)) j1 as follows
3(z)=(3j (z)) j1=(eifjzj) j1 (2.22)
where fj : l 212(R
2)  R are real analytic functions. By [BBGK, Lemma 3.9],
the fj ’s satisfy the asymptotics (any 0<=< 12)
fj =0 \ 1j =+ (2.23)
locally uniformy in l 212(R
2). Denote by 3(N) the restriction 3| l2N+12(R2) . As
the fj ’s are real valued one concludes that 3(N)(l 2N+12(R
2))/l 2N+12(R
2).
Proposition 2.8. The map 3(N) : l 2N+12(R
2)  l 2N+12(R
2) has the fol-
lowing properties
(i) 3(N) is bijective and real analytic.
(ii) (3(N))&1 is real analytic.
The proof of Proposition 2.8 is very similar to the proofs of Proposi-
tion 2.5 and Proposition 2.3, using results of [BBGK, Sect. 3], and we
therefore omit it.
Proof of Theorem 1. Recall from [BBGK] that 0 is the composi-
tion 0=3 } 4. Therefore 0(N) :=3(N) } 4(N) : H N0 (S
1)  l 2N+12(R
2) and
Theorem 1 follows from Proposition 2.7 and Proposition 2.8. K
3. FREQUENCIES
For (x, y) in l 232(R
2), denote by H(x, y) the KdV-Hamiltonian
S1 ( 12 (xq)
2+q3) dx expressed in the coordinates (x, y)=0 (1)(q) with q in
H N0 (S
1)=[ p # H 1(S1); S1 p=0]. Notice that H is a real analytic func-
tional on l 232(R
2) which depends only on the actions Jj=(x2j +y
2
j )2
( j1). Consequently, the frequencies
|j=
H
Jj
( j1) (3.1)
are real analytic functions of (x, y) # l 232(R
2). The aim of this section is to
derive asymptotics for |j as j  , uniformly on a sufficiently small
neighborhood U of (x, y) in l 232(C
2).
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For this purpose we recall a formula for the frequencies |j (cf. e.g.
[DKN], [MT1, 2]). Let R be the Riemann surface of the transcendental
hyperelliptic irrationality - 2(*, q)2&4, where
2(*)=y1(1, *)+y$2(1, *) (3.2)
is the discriminant associated with &d 2dx2+q, q in H N0 (S
1). Choose a
canonical homology basis :1 , ;1 , :2 , ;2 , ... (cf. e.g. [MT1,2] or [EM]).
According to [MT1, 2], there exists a basis 1j ( j1) of holomorphic,
quadratically integrable 1-forms on R satisfying
|
:k
1j (*)=$jk . (3.3)
The 1-forms, when expressed in convenient local coordinates, are of the
form 1j (*)= fj (*) d*
fj (*)=Cj
.j (*)
- 2(*)2&4
(3.4)
where
.j (*)=
1
j 2?2
`
k{ j
+ ( j)k &*
k2?2
; Cj =\|:j
.j (+) +
- 2(+)2&4+
&1
(3.5)
and the numbers + ( j)k # [*2k&1 , *2k] are determined by the condition (3.3).
The frequencies |j satisfy the identity
|j=4?ifj"(). (3.6)
In case q is a finite gap potential, (3.6) follows from the Its-Matveev for-
mula. In the stated generality, it can be found in [EM]. Using the product
formula
2(*)2&4=4(*0&*) `
n1
(*2n&*)(*2n&1&*)
n4?4
(3.7)
and {2=1* as local coordinates near *=, a straightforward calculation
shows that
4?ifj"()=8? \|1j
.j(+) d+
- 2(+)2&4+
&1
\{j+ :k{j ({k&+
( j)
k )+
*0
2 + (3.8)
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where {k=(*2k+*2k&1)2 and 1j is a counterclockwise oriented circle with
center {j and sufficiently small radius \j>#j 2. Note that for q in H 10(S
1)
:
k{j
|{k&+ ( j)k |
1
2 :
k
#k<. (3.9)
In [BKM] we prove that for arbitrary j, given q0 in L20(S
1), the right hand
side of (3.8) can be defined in a sufficiently small neighborhood Uq0 of q0
in L20(S
1; C) and is analytic. This can be used to define the frequencies |j
by (3.6) on Uq0 .
An elementary computation shows that for q=0, the frequencies are
given by
|j=(2?j)3 ( j1). (3.10)
Theorem 3.1. Given q0 # H 10(S
1), there exists a neighborhood Uq0 of q0 in
H10(S
1; C) so that 0 is well defined and, on 0(Uq0), the following asymptotics
hold uniformly
|j=(2?j)3+0(1). (3.11)
Remark. With a more careful analysis, (3.11) can be improved.
However for our purposes the asymptotics (3.11) suffice.
Proof. The main ingredient is the estimate
|+ ( j)k &{k ||#k |
2 0 \1k+ (k{ j) (3.12)
which holds uniformly on a sufficiently small neighborhood Uq0 . The
estimate (3.12) is proved in [BKM]. We use it to analyze the term Cj=
(:j .j (+) d+- 2(+)
2&4)&1 in (3.4). Introduce the functions j (*),
j (*) :=&.j (*) \ 2(*)
2&4
(*2j&*)(*2j&1&*)+
&12
.
Using that
|
:j
d*
((*2j&*)(*&*2j&1))12
=2?, (3.13)
one obtains
&|
:j
.j (*) d*
- 2(*)2&4
=2?ij ({j)+i |
:j
(j (*)&j ({j))
d*
((*2j&*)(*&*2j&1))12
. (3.14)
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This leads to
\&|:j
.j (*) d*
- 2(*)2&4+
&1
=
1
2?ij ({j) \1+
1
2?ij ({j) |:j (j (*)&j ({j))
d*
((*2j&*)(*&*2j&1))12+
&1
.
(3.15)
The two terms on the right hand side of the Eq. (3.15) are analyzed
separately. From Proposition 3.4 and 3.6 below it follows that uniformly
on Uq0
}\&|:j
.j (*) d*
- 2(*)2&4+
&1
&j&
j
{j \&
*0
2
& :
k{j
({k&+ ( j)k )+}0 \ 1j 2+ . (3.16)
Recall from Sect. 2, that |{j & j 2?2|Cj?. In view of this and (3.12) one
obtains, substituting (3.16) into (3.8),
|j =8? \j+ j{j \&
*0
2
& :
k{j
({}&+ ( j)k )++\{j +*02 + :k{j ({k&+
( j)
k )++0(1)
=(2?j)3+0(1). K
The remainder of this section is concerned with the estimate of the two
terms on the right hand side of the Eq. (3.15), needed for the proof of
Theorem 3.1.
We begin with (2?ij ({j))&1; let us notice that it has the following
product representation
(2?ij ({j))&1=
- *&*0
?
`
1k{ j
(1+2aj, k({j))12 (3.17)
where ak#aj, k(*)=a$j, k(*)+a"j, k(*) with
a$k#a$j, k(*)=
+ ( j)k &{k
*&+ ( j)k
=
+ ( j)k &{k
*
+a$$$j, k(*) (3.18)
and
ak"#a"j, k(*)=
(+ ( j)k &*2k)(+
( j)
k &*2k&1)
2(*&+ ( j)k )
2 . (3.19)
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Lemma 3.2. Let q0 # H 10(S
1). Then there exists a (sufficiently small )
neighborhood Uq0 of q0 in H
1
0(S
1; C) and j0 # N so that for any j j0 and
k{ j, uniformly for q # Uq0 and |*&{j |1
|a$j,k(*)|
1
j 2
|#k | 2 0(1); (3.20)
|a$$$j, k(*)|= } a$j, k(*)&+
( j)
k &{k
* }
1
j 4
|k#k | 2 0(1). (3.21)
Proof. For ease of notation we write +k#+ ( j)k etc. Recall that for
q # H 10(S
1; C),
|+k&{k ||#k | 2 0 \1k+ . (3.22)
Therefore, for j{k, j j0 , j0 sufficiently large and |*&j 2?2|1
|a$k |
|#k | 2 0(1k)
?2 | j 2&k2| \1& }
*&j 2?2
?2( j 2&k2) }& }
+k&k2?2
?2( j 2&k2) }+
&1

|#k | 2 0(1k)
| j&k| | j+k|
. (3.23)
Arguing separately for | j&k|j2 and | j&k|>j2 estimate (3.20) follows.
Concerning (3.21) notice that ak$$$(*)=(+k&{k) +k*(*&+k). Arguing as
above one concludes that
|+k(+k&{k)|k |#k | 2 0(1).
This leads to (3.21), when combined with
1
|*(*&+k)|

1
j 2 | j 2&k2|
0(1). K
Lemma 3.3. Let q0 # H 10(S
1). Then there exist a (sufficiently small)
neighborhood Uq0 of q0 in H
1
0(S
1; C) and j0 # N so that for j j0 and k{ j,
uniformly for q in Uq0 and |*&{j |1
|a"j, k |
1
j 4
|k#k | 2 0(1).
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Proof. To simplify notation we write again ak"#a"j, k etc. Similarly as in
the proof of Lemma 3.2 one obtains for |*&{j |1
|ak"|
|(+k&*2k)(+k&*2k&1)|
|*&+k | 2

|#k | 2
| j&k| 2 | j+k| 2
0(1). K
In view of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 there exists a neighborhood Uq0
of q0 in H 10(S
1; C) and j0 # N so that, uniformly for q # Uq0 and |*&{j |1,
for all j j0 and k{ j
|a$j, k | 14; |a"j, k |
1
4 . (3.24)
Therefore log(1+aj, k) is well defined. Expanding log(1+x) at x=0 we
conclude from Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 that bj, k := 12 log(1+2aj,k)&aj,k
satisfies
|bj, k |2 |2aj, k | 2
1
j 4
l 1(k). (3.25)
The estimates of ak#aj, k and bk#bj, k are used to analyze
`
k{ j
(1+2ak)12=exp \ :k{j
1
2 log(1+2ak)+
=exp \ :k{j ak++exp \ :k{j ak+{exp \ :k{j bk+&1=
by expanding ex at x=0. Applying Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3 yield that
there exists a neighborhood Uq0 in H
1
0(S
1; C) so that, uniformly for q # Uq0
and |*&{j |1
`
k{ j
(1+2aj, k)12&1& :
k{j
+ ( j)k &{k
*
=0 \ 1j 4+ . (3.26)
To analyze - *&*0 we again use Marc enko’s [Ma] asymptotics to con-
clude that, uniformly for q # Uq0 ,
- {j&*0
?
=
- {j
? 1&
*0
{j
=\j+0 \ 1j 3++\1&
1
2
*0
{j
+0 \ 1j 4++
= j \1& 1{j
*0
2
+0 \ 1j 4++ . (3.27)
Combining (3.26) and (3.27) we obtain the following
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Proposition 3.4. Given q0 in H10(S
1) there exists a (sufficiently small )
neighborhood Uq0 of q0 in H
1
0(S
1; C) so that, uniformly on Uq0 ,
(2?ij ({j))&1&j&
j
{j \&
*0
2
+ :
k{j
({k&+ ( j)k )+=0 \ 1j 3+ .
It remains to analyze the second term on the right hand side of (3.15). We
begin by estimating the quotient (j (*)&j ({j))j ({j). For |*&{j |1
|j (*)&j ({j)|sup {} dd* j (*) } ; |*&{j |1= . (3.28)
Note that
d
d*
j (*)=j (*) {12
1
*0&*
+
1
2
:
k{j \
1
*2k&*
+
1
*2k&1&*
&
2
+ ( j)k &*+= .
Therefore,
}j (*)&j ({j)j ({j) }
 sup
|*&{j |1 {
1
|*0&*|
+ :
k{j }
1
*2k&*
+
1
*2k&1&*
&
2
+ ( j)k &* }= . (3.29)
Lemma 3.5. There exists a neighborhood Uq0 of q0 in H
1
0(S
1; C) so that,
uniformly for q in Uq0 and |*&{j |1
:
k{j }
1
*2k&*
+
1
*2k&1&*
&
2
+ ( j)k &* }=0 \
1
j 3+ . (3.30)
Proof. With +k#+ ( j)k
1
*2k&*
+
1
*2k&1&*
&
2
+k&*
=2
({k+k&*2k*2k&1)+*({k&+k)
(*2k&*)(*2k&1&*)(+k&*)
=2Ik+2IIk
where
Ik :=
(#k2)2
(*2k&*)(*2k&1&*)(+k&*)
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and
IIk :=
(*&{k)({k&+k)
(*2k&*)(*2k&1&*)(+k&*)
.
Notice that, uniformly for q in Uq0 and |*&{j |1
:
k{j
|Ik |=0 \ 1j 3+ . (3.31)
The sum k{j |IIk | is split into two parts. Clearly, uniformly for q # Uq0
and |*&{j |1
:
|k&j | j2 }
(*&{k)({k&+k)
(*2k&*)(*2k&1&*)(+k&*) }=0 \
1
j 3+ . (3.32)
For k with |k& j | j2 we use that k j2 and conclude
:
1|k&j | j2 }
(*&{k)({k&+k)
(*2k&*)(*2k&1&*)(+k&*) }0 \
1
j 2+ :1|k&j | j2 |#k |
2 0 \1k+
0 \ 1j 3+ :k |#k |
2
=0 \ 1j 3+ . (3.33)
Combining (3.31)(3.33) yields (3.30). K
Lemma 3.5 leads immediately to the following
Proposition 3.6. Let q0 # H 10(S
1). Then there exists a neighborhood Uq0
of q0 in H 10(S
1; C) so that, uniformly on Uq0
} |:j
j (*)&j ({j)
2?j ({j)
d*
(*2j&*)12 (*&*2j&1)12 }0 \
1
j 3+ .
Proof. Combining (3.29) with Lemma 3.5 and the estimate |1(*0&*)|
0 (1j 2) we conclude that
sup
|*&{j |1 }
j (*)&j ({j)
2?j ({j) }0 \
1
j 3+ .
This implies the claimed estimate. K
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4. BIRKHOFF NORMAL FORM FOR KdV
Consider KdV as a completely integrable system with phase space
H1(S1) and Hamiltonian
H(q)=|
S1
( 12 (xq)
2+q3) dx. (4.1)
Recall that q#0 is an elliptic fixed point of H.
Theorem 4.1. (i) The Hamiltonian H: H1(S1)  R given by (4.1) is a
real analytic function when expressed in the coordinates (x, y) # l 232(R
2) and
parameter [q] :=S1 q(s) ds.
(ii) There exists a neighborhood U of q#0 in H1(S1; C) such that H
admits a Birkhoff normal form (multiindex notation)
H= :
: :=(:j)j1; |:|<
c:J :, (4.2)
where (Jj) j1 denote the actions (cf. Sect. 2), J :=>j1 J :jj , and where the
convergence in (4.2) is uniform, i.e., for any =>0 there exists :(1), ..., :(K)
such that |H&Kj=1 c:( j) J
:( j)|<= on U.
(iii) The Hamiltonian H can be decomposed
H=Hreg+Hsing ,
where
Hsing= :

j=1
(2?j)3 Jj+12[q] :

j=1
?jJj . (4.3)
The Hamiltonian Hreg is real analytic and the Hamiltonian vectorfield corre-
sponding to Hreg , XHreg(x, y)=(Hreg Jj ( yj , &xj))j1 is a real analytic
vector field on l 232(R
2).
Proof. By Theorem 1, the restriction 0(1) :=0|H01(S1) , considered as a
map 0(1) : H10(S
1)  l 232(R
2) is bijective and together with its inverse real
analytic. To express the Hamiltonian H with respect to the action angle
variables introduce, for q # H1(S1), p :=q&[q]. This leads to the identity
H(q)=H( p)+6[q] 12 |
S1
p(s)2 ds+4[q]3. (4.4)
Note that p # H 10(S
1). Write p=(0 (1))&1 (x, y) where (x, y) # l 232(R
2) to
conclude that H, when considered as a function of (x, y) and the
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parameter [q], is real analytic. This proves (i). Statement (ii) follows from
(i) together with the fact that H is an invariant (and therefore a function
of the actions alone (cf. [BBGK])). To prove (iii) we have to analyze (4.4)
further. Let us first consider H(0)( p) := 12 S1 p
2 which is the Hamiltonian
of the 0th order equation in the KdV-hierarchy whose flow is given by
translation. The corresponding frequencies are given by (cf. e.g. [FFM],
[MT2])]
| (0)j =2 |
*2j
*0
$(*)=2?j ( j1) (4.5)
where $(*)=24 (*) d*- 2(*)2&4 is an Abelian differential of the second
kind on the hyperelliptic surface z=- 2(*)2&4.
We conclude that in the new coordinates (x, y)=0(1)( p) # l 232(R
2), H(0)
is given by (Jj=(x2j +y
2
j )2)
H(0)= :

j=1
2?jJj . (4.6)
Note that H(0) is real analytic, but that the corresponding Hamiltonian
vectorfield is not in the tangent space l 232(R
2).
Next let us analyze H( p)=S1 (
1
2 (x p)
2+p3) dx. Recall from Theorem 3.1
that the frequencies |j=HJj have an asymptotic expansion of the form
|j=(2?j)3+0(1) (4.7)
uniformly on sufficiently small neighborhoods Uq0/H
1
0(S
1; C) of a real
valued potential q0 # H10(S
1). This implies that Hreg=H&j=1 ((2?j)
3&
12[q] ?j) Jj possesses a real analytic Hamiltonian vector field on l 232(R
2)
which depends real analytically on the parameter [q]. K
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